Autonomic Questionnaire
HEART & RESPIRATION
Fainting

Looking like they were going to faint
Unexplained rapid or slow heart rate
Episodic weakness
Unexplained episodes of looking pale
Trouble breathing or stopping breathing in sleep
Is your child’s blood pressure normally:
low
normal
high

Yes







No







Yes




What is your child's normal pulse rate?
awake: __________________________
asleep: __________________________
Do you have any relatives with similar problems or problems with:
low or high blood pressure
dizziness

SKIN

Color changes in skin?
skin turns white
skin turns red
skin turns purple
Clammy skin
Cold skin

Yes



No



Yes







No







If yes, where?
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Yes







How long have these skin changes been noticed?
less than 3 months
3-6 months
7-12 months
13 months to 5 years
more than 5 years
as long as I can remember
Are these changes getting:
worse
same
better
Do the pads of your child's fingers or toes wrinkle up if in water a long time?

SWEATING and TEMPERATURE
Does your child sweat?
If yes, where?





Yes


No


Right

Left

Belly
Arms
Legs
Trunk
Do you think this is a:
normal amount
less than normal
more than normal
Are there body areas where your child exclusively:
does sweat
does not sweat

Yes






Where?
_____________________________________________________________________
Over time, is your child sweating:
more
less
same
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Yes




How does your child tolerate cold?
well
ok/normal
poorly

If poorly what happens:
_____________________________________________________________________
How does your child tolerate heat?
well





ok/normal
poorly

If poorly, what happens:
_____________________________________________________________________
What is your child's usual temperature when not sick? ___________________________

Does your child have trouble maintaining their temperature?
too cold
too hot
Does your child’s temperature go up and down a lot?

Yes





No





If yes, what is the range within one day?
______________________________________________________________________________
How quickly does your child's temperature change:
when outside on a hot day? _____________________________________________________
when outside on a cold day? _____________________________________________________
What do you have to do to keep your child’s temperature normal?
______________________________________________________________________________

GI/GU

Severity

Frequency

Daily Weekly Monthly
After Meals
Does your child experience any:
mild
mod.
severe
bloating
nausea
vomiting
vomiting after a meal
abdominal pain
diarrhea
constipation
trouble with urination
How old was your child when toilet trained (if applicable)?
________________________________________________________________________________________
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What is your child's pain threshold?
normal
decreased
increased

Yes




Please give an example:
_____________________________________________________________________

Other Symptoms
Does your child make tears?
Does your child salivate normally?
Would you describe your child's eyes as dry?
Would you describe your child as having a dry mouth?
Does the hair on your child’s arm stand up if cold or shivering?
Are any of the problems you indicated getting worse?

Yes







No







Yes




No




Which ones? (list below)

VISION

Is your child sensitive to bright light?
Do they have trouble focusing their eyes?
Do your child’s pupils (black spots in the middle)
react to changes in light?

If you have any questions about this form, please call the office at (651) 356-6080. We will also discuss
at your visit.
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